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Lightning returns achievement guide

Trophies for Flagview Histrioments and Lightning Returns: The Ultimate Fantasy XIIIProof of a True Master who has excelled in all things and collected all possible trophies. 25 is proof of clearing quests that have appeared writ on the canvas of prayer. Evidence of the true Savior, who also overthrew the God of Light to lead people to a
new world. Evidence of evidence of one who visited the temple that has visited towers over the Wildlands and clearing the great Chaos.proof 25 side search. It is a great achievement to lead so many souls towards salvation. Evidence of making the impossible possible by using Erdia to bring the world to the 14th day. Proof of restoring a
sword, once broken, to its former glory and power. Proof of cleaning up 5 side quests. It's a good start, but the journey is still long. Evidence of victory over Dragon Aeroknight which brought terror to dead dunes. Proof of upgrading luggage 30 times. Evidence to modify the gradient 30 times. Proof of obtaining 30 different garb. Evidence to
modify weapons 30 times. Evidence of 30 times synthesized abilities. The evidence of dealing with the damage is so large that it goes beyond all cause or expectation. The construction of strong bridges is proof of the depth span between continents, making all the world one. 10 evidence of defeating the last ones, 10 different species of
forever destruction monster. Proof of defeating his first final one, the final specimen of a species on the verge of extinction. Proof of victory over 300 enemies in battle. Proof of victory over 500 enemies in battle. Proof of victory over 100 enemies in battle. Evidence of poaching down more than 30 lizards in the shifting sands of dead dunes.
Evidence of the one which has used EP 50. Proof of conquering the ultimate lair of mastering all creation and even customizing the color of one of your garb. Shine through your true colors. Proof of upgrading your first accessory. Did you find the experience thrilling? Proof of improvement in your first gradient. Use it wisely to guard
yourself. Proof of optimizing your first schema. Continue on this path to find your own style. Proof of improvement in your first weapon. Did you make something worthy? Proof of riding on all of the great monorail lines that cross this shrinking world. Proof of successfully defending against an enemy attack with the right time. 10 times proof
of winning the battle field lists. There is evidence of a brave warrior who has managed to claim 50 soul seeds from evidence of enemies staggering 50 times with Chaos.40's scary attacks. Never let them relax! Evidence of sacred chocobo nursing returns to full health among the rich pastures of the Wildlands. Evidence of one who has
seen through the dark mysteries that lurk in Luxor, bringing justice. Proof of the one who has mastered the basics of this world and embarked on a great journey. Proof of receiving nectar. It's so rare that it almost seems a waste to use it, right? All achievement and trophy pages on IGN's wiki use a special template. Please correct code for
Go to the page and and On how to use them. Thank you. Sugrev, Nela, and Vendigo 300 Notes: - Don't forget to rob the objects they leave (small shiny thugi on the ground), it can be a powerful weapon or accessory. - Meonektons can only become extinct inside the final lair, as it is impossible to kill all those 65.535 people during the
game. -Summoned dreds also count your process. - If the last people don't lay eggs and the type of monster does not spawn either, there is a certain encounter that you haven't already fought with that monster. The examples worth noting are Arkangeli, Sugrev and Imagination. In: Lightning Returns: Final Fantasy XIII, Achievements Edit
Share the following is a list of Xbox 360 and Steam achievements and PlayStation 3 trophies that are unlockable in Lightning Returns: Final Fantasy XIII. List [edit. Source Edit] Spoiler Alert: Follow plot and/or end details. (Skip section) Name Icon Task 360 Achievement Points PSN Trophy Type Savior's Lineage completion of proface
chapter. The 15g bronze proof is the one who mastered the basics of this world and started a great journey. The hope of a promise is to complete the Luxian main search. The 15g bronze evidence is one which is seen through dark mysteries that bring justice, lurking in Luxor. Hope on the edge of despair to complete Yusnaan's main
search. The 15-G bronze proof is the one who stands on stage in the magnificent Yusnaan, bringing peace to the patron. The mystery of the Holy Clyse completes the dead dune's main quest. The 15g bronze proof is the one which it has built through dead dunes to find the ancient treasure. A hunger for chaos completes the Wildlands
main search. The 15g bronze proof is the one who visited the temple that touched the towers and great chaos on the wildlands. Complete a legend's final day from the last time. 90 g Proof of the true Savior, who also overthrew the god of light to lead people to a new world. Unlock the extra day by completing a substantial number of side
quests beyond thirteen. 30G silver proof of making the impossible possible by using Erdia to bring the world to the 14th day. A father, a son, and a Chocobo secondary wildlands complete the main search. The 15-G bronze proof of helping a father and son reunite, bringing back a smile that seemed long lost. Salvation full five side quest of
salvation. Bronze proof of clearing 15 g 5 side quest. It's a good start, but the journey is still long. Messenger of Salvation Complete 25 Side Quest. 30 grams silver proof of clearing 25 side quests. It is a great achievement to lead so many souls towards salvation. The Saviors of Chocobo restore their chocobo to their third (and final)
healing level. Evidence of the 15g bronze nursing back to full health to the sacred chocobo among the rich pastures of the Wildlands. Lizard Lyriot slashes 30 lizards in dead dunes. Evidence of poaching down more than 30 lizards in the shifting sands of 15 g bronze dead dunes. Crimson reincarnation completes four tests on the final day
and one As a reward. The 15-G bronze proof of restoring a sword, once broken, to its former glory and power. Queen of the Arena wins 10 battles at Yusna's slaughterhouse. 15G bronze proof of winning 10 times in battle field lists. Seed collectors collect a total of 50 soul seeds during the same play. 30 G Silver Proof of a Brave Warrior
who has managed to claim 50 soul seeds from chaos. Complete all monorail trips between the right passenger areas. Bronze proof of riding on the great monorail lines that cross this shrinking world of 15g. Globetrotter unlock all highways connecting four areas. Evidence of the construction of strong bridges to reach the depths between
the 15G bronze continents, making the whole world one. Complete 25 canvases of a helping hand prayer search. Bronze proof of clearing 25 quests that appeared writ on the canvas of 15 G Bronze Prayer. Novice swordsman upgrade a weapon for the first time. Bronze proof of 10g improvement in its first weapon. Did you make
something worthy? Newbie Shieldsmith upgrades a shield/gauntlet for the first time. Bronze proof of 10g improvement in its first gradient. Use it wisely to guard yourself. Novice synthesis synthesis capabilities for the first time at a sorcery store. 10g bronze proof of its first capacity synthesis. Did it prove useful? Novice craftsman upgrades
a head accessory for the first time. Bronze proof of 10g its first accessory upgrade. Did you find the experience thrilling? Novice stylists customize your first schema. Bronze proof of 10g customizing your first schema. Continue on this path to find your own style. Change the color of a garb through the option in the novice artist
customization schema menu. Bronze proof of customizing the color of one of your garb 10 g. Shine through your true colors. Expert swordsman upgrade a weapon 30 times. 15 g bronze weapons proof of modifying 30 times. Expert Shieldsmith upgrade a gradient/gauntlet 30 times. Bronze proof of modifying 15 g 30 bar gradient. Expert
synthesis use 30 times synthesis. Proof of synthesizing 15g bronze capabilities 30 times. Expert Craftsman Upgrade a head assistant 30 times. 30 times to upgrade the 15g bronze proof accessories. Expert stylists collect 30 outfits (garb). 15g bronze proof to get 30 different garb. Supernatural Apothecary receives an elixir by selling 100
total soul seeds during the first playthrough or 80 during a new game + playthrough. 30 grams of silver proof of receiving nectar. It's so rare that it almost seems a waste to use it, right? Defeat the ultimate owner of the holy garb ultimate lair of destruction. Proof of receiving 90 g final garb, imbued with destructive magic. Defeat the ultimate
owner of the monster-turned-ultimate lair. 90 g Gold proof of mastering all creation and even conquering the ultimate lair. Desert Dragonlayer defeat aeroknight in dead dunes. 90 G Gold Dragon Aeroknight proof of victory that brought terror to the dead dunes. Hero's May Defeat Proof of victory over 100 enemies in 15G bronze battle .
Heroes of glory defeat 300 enemies. Proof of victory over 300 enemies in 15G bronze battle . Legend defeat hero 500 enemies. Silver proof of victory over 500 enemies in 30G battle . The deadly impact deal 99,999 more with damages or the same attack. The silver evidence of dealing with 30G damage is so great that it goes beyond all
cause or expectation. Stars seeing a staggering 50 enemies. Bronze proof of enemies staggering 50 times with 15G horror attacks. Never let them relax! Use 50 EP on Marvel EP capabilities of light. The 10G bronze proof is the one who has used the EP 50 to perform a perfect guard for the perfect time first time. 15g bronze proof of
successfully defending against an enemy attack with the right time. The forerunner of death lost his first last one. Bronze proof of defeating 15 G its first final one, the final specimen of a species on the verge of extinction. Goddess of Death defeats 10 previous people. Silver proof of defeating 30 g past people, forever eliminate 10 different
species of monster. Eternal light receive all other trophies. N/A* (Xbox 360 is not an equivalent to PS3's Platinum Trophy) platinum proof of a true master who has excelled in all things and has collected all possible trophies. Lightning Returns: Final Fantasy XIII Achievements Community content is available under CC-by-SA unless
otherwise noted. Famous.
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